Online dating am i ugly

Are you shy or kinda awkward when talking to girls esp if you find them attractive. So either try and make it sound interesting or leave
it off your profile. In truth it's not like I'm ugyl going after the hottest girls either. By your description, why do you believe that an
"attractive smart" man will take you. You message women you are attracted to. I knew I wasn't the best looking guy on the planet but I
didn't realise I was the ugliest. If I could get a girlfriend in real life I wouldn't be using online dating. Well the answer is that online dating
am i ugly, If you want and attractive decent man don't expect him to change you need onlinee change. However if I'm the 30th best
looking man out of 50 that message her that week I likely don't have a chance regardless of everything else. If you get a response, read
through their profile and get into more about learning about them and telling them a bit more cating yourself. They are just simply trying
to sell their product. I've not received any messages from women actually wanting to meet me. When we are looking for someone to
spend the rest of our lives with, we value someone who is comfortable with themselves and projects well with whatever they have. I'm
currently at 243 messages out with no dates. Although initial attraction is important, personality can help if someone has the time to
read further. It could also be the site you're using. Online dating not working out?. Who wants to date someone who thinks their job is
boring? Have you been out yet this season? Oh nvm you said you skipped the obese well maybe they could be a diamond in the rough,
just a few pounds need to be lost Well I think that you're a good looking guy. I was on for few months and tried really hard but couldn't
attract one girl so I gave up. A photo is just an introduction, after all. Gods loves us all.

